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Risk #1: Poor problem solution alignment 

Product Owner
• Knows the team
• Knows the customer

Operations Expert
• Knows how to 

streamline a process
• Knows how to address 

rate limiting factors

Data Scientist
• Knows statistics and ML
• Knows how to convert 

data into added value

Brainstorming ways to add value

Considerations for MVP

• Customer needs, organization’s mission
• Compute environment / time / memory constraints
• Optimizing metrics, strategy
• Performance metrics, types of errors
• Interpretability

Risk #2: Incurring excessive cost

The Agile methodology for software engineering embraces changing 
requirements. Unfortunately, the CASE1 (changing anything changes 
everything) principle of machine learning raises the cost of adapting 
to changes on the fly. 

Risk management for risks 2 & 3

Citations

Data 
Curation

• Acquiring, storing, cleaning, labeling

• Δ Gather more representative sample, debiasing

Feature 
Engineering

• Select features, preprocess/transform features

• Δ Change features, types of inputs to model

• Δ Re-extract features

Training

• Select model architecture, task, loss, optimization algorithm, 
evaluate on dev set

• ΔNew model architecture, train from scratch

• Δ Adjust training strategy and retrain

• Δ Add software to govern model output, rule out 
unacceptable

T & E

• Test set metrics, error analysis, systems and integration 
testing

• Δ Repeat, compare to previous iterations

• Δ Repeat + test governor, test integrated system

Deploy & 
Monitor

• Write software to monitor / maintain system

• Situational awareness efforts with monitoring data

• Δ Modify monitoring software, update situational awareness

Many machine learning projects fail, underwhelm, or backfire. In the present work, I have identified three common 
risks in machine learning projects. To mitigate these risks, I describe a general risk management process that takes 
place before a project launches. 
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Risk #3: Unexpected behavior in the wild

Common causes of surprising or undesirable behavior include 
differences between development and production environments, 
complex interactions between ML and non-ML components of a 
system, and biases in the data.

Risks 2 & 3 in the ML lifecycle2

Focus on adding value, not adding machine learning. To add value 
via machine learning, three key players can exercise their creativity 
to find ways to improve a system.

Risk management for risk #1

Examples include using overly sophisticated or hard to interpret 
models. In some cases, a problem is best solved with software, 
not machine learning. 

Plan for change by walking the MVP through the ML lifecycle before 
launch. We can’t anticipate every change, but we can estimate the 
likelihood or cost of some changes. This sets realistic expectations for 
a project and informs how risky it is.

1. Sculley et al, NIPS, 2015
2. Amerishi et al, ICSE, 2019
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